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On February 9, 2024 the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) announced

charges against 16 registered investment advisers and broker-dealers for pervasive recordkeeping

failures related to off-channel communications—i.e., failure to maintain business texts transmitted

on personal devices.  The penalties per firm ranged between $1.25 million and $16 million.  The

headline to the SEC’s press release states that self-reporting by one firm resulted in lower penalties.

This sweep reflects the latest efforts from the SEC Division of Enforcement’s Broker-Dealer Off-

Channel Communications Initiative (the “Initiative”). This Initiative began in 2021 to determine

whether broker-dealers (and subsequently registered investment advisers) were properly retaining

business-related messages sent and received on personal devices in compliance with recordkeeping

requirements. See, e.g., the SEC’s September 2023 announcement relating to similar

settlements with 10 other firms.  

The settlements focused on several factors, including that:

▪ off-channel communications had been occurring for a number of years without recordkeeping;

▪ personnel at all levels of the organizations, particularly senior management, had engaged in

such communications; and

▪ notwithstanding policies and procedures prohibiting use of off-channel communications,

systems to review compliance with these policies were lacking or inadequate.

In addition to monetary fines, the firms were censured, and they agreed to a number of

undertakings, including engaging an independent compliance consultant with a broad mandate to:

▪ review policies and procedures relating to electronic communications, associated training and

the framework for addressing non-compliance; and

▪ assess surveillance programs related to electronic communications, technology solutions to

maintain records of these communications and measures to prevent use of unauthorized

methods for business communications.
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The firms also committed to having their own internal audit departments to review these matters.

Given the SEC’s continuing focus on recordkeeping for communications on personal devices,

broker-dealers and registered investment advisers should:

▪ review their policies and procedures related to use of personal devices for communications

and preservation of these communications, including the possibility of dedicated internal

applications for business texts;

▪ review training materials and frequency of training on these policies and procedures;

▪ monitor compliance with these policies and procedures, including periodic specific

attestations; and

▪ engage internal audit departments, if applicable, and independent compliance consultants in

the review of these policies and procedures.

In the event a firm perceives potential shortcomings, prompt remedial measures should be

undertaken in consultation with counsel.
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


